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ABOUT THE EXHIBITIONS 

Printers Select Curated by Liz Maugans

"I am pleased to bring together the six contemporary printmakers that have never exhibited their 

work at Heights Arts. These first-time invitees, in turn, have been tasked to invite someone else to lift 

up for this exhibition that has a significant impact in their creative journey whether it be a colleague, 

student, or peer. 

The polarities, interventions, thechnical processes and intersections that exists in print media; the 

commercial and fine art, political and protest his/herstories, the abstract and representational and 

the unique print and the ones that are widely disseminated all fuel the energy of this deliberately 

delicious round up of artists in their etchings, lithographs, Risographs, screen prints, monotypes, and 

letterpress/relief prints. 

The lineage and relational connections that grow and prosper in University printmaking programs, 

collective co-op studios and commercial shops has long been one of the most beneficial and 

accumulative youys of the camaradarie between printmakers that exist. I am thrilled to include Hannah 

Manocchio, J.Leigh Garcia, Orlando Caraballo, Anna Tararova, Shadi Ayoub, and Omid Shekari. i 

In gratitude and appreciation, they have selected Sampson the Artist, Nina Battaglia, Ed Lugo, Amirah 

Cunningham, Bob Kelemen, and Kristina Paabus who are all people l'be gotten to see more of their 

invigorating and ranging work and in turn, share it with the wider community. 

Thank yout to the entire crew at Heights Arts, Rachel Bernstein, Courtney Young, Ann Koslow, Tom 

Masaveg, Heather Patterson, Megan Gallagher, Madison Thomas and the Exhibitions Community Team 

and all the artists, installers, volunteers and Board for this wonderful opportunity." 

-Maugans

Spotlight: Nicole Schneider 
"My most recent work explores control and perfectionism through the lens of my familial relationships with other 

women, and how these relationships have influenced my relationship with motherhood. 

Sim pie rectilinear shapes from traditional quilt blocks form the basic order and structure In these works. The process of 

gluing and stretching the sewn quilt-square collagraphs of the prints and stretching the printed and sewn canvas of 

the textile paintings, bends and warps the fabric and seams, defying any attempt at perfection or order.· 

-Schneider









PROGRAM 

Nicole Hennessy 

Claire McMahon 

Ray McNiece 

Claire McMahon 

Ray McNiece 

Ray McNiece 

"Untitled" 

After J. Leigh Garcia's 
Asylo (Asylum) 

"Untitled" 

After Bob Kelemen's 

my city was gone 

"Traffic Sign and Portent" 
After Bob Kelemen's 

 long road to ruin 

"Untitled" 

After Hannah Manocchio's 
I'm Okay 

"Skull Love" 

After Sampson the Artist's 
Everybody 

"The Real Survivors" 

After Sampson the Artist's 
Everybody 





"Walls" 

After Nicole Schneider's 

Walls Come Tumbling Down 

"The Sea" 

After Kristina Paabus's 

Waiting for a Different Tomorrow 

"Untitled" 

After Kristina Paabus's 

The Trap 

HEIGHTS ARTS UPCOMING EVENTS 

October 3, 3-4pm RANDOM ACTS OF ART LIVE 

LOCATION: Severance Millikin Park (**outside concert) 

1706-1712 S Wood Rd, Cleveland Heights, OH 44121 

Carnival of the Animals-~ 

Artists: 

Ralitza Georgieva-Smith - keyboard

Nicole Martin - clarinet 
""

Kim Zaleski - flute

Trevor Kazarian - cello

Emily Shelley - narration

IF YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS SPECIAL PERFORMANCE, BE 

SURE TO CHECK IT OUT AT CEDAR-LEE MINI PARK JUST 

OUTSIDE OF HEIGHTS ARTS, OCTOBER 23 DURING THE 

CEDAR LEE CANDY CRAWL AT 4:15 PM! 




